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1. Introduction 

This is a brief, informal  and, because of Chr is tmas  
holidays, regret tably partial survey of current  research 
in computat ional  linguistics at the Universi ty of Penn-  
sylvania. Any inaccuracies can be blamed on the de- 
par tmental  egg nog. 

2. Extending the Range of Interactive Behavior 

Perhaps the most activity here in computat ional  lin- 
guistics is aimed at extending the kinds of behavior  
that  can be supported in interactions with data base 
and expert  systems. Elsewhere we have argued that 
such systems have to do more than retrieve and pre- 
sent appropriate  facts and conclusions if they are to 
satisfy their users '  real needs (Pollack, Hirschberg,  and 
Webber  1982). Out  of this conviction have already 
come systems able to recognize and respond to two 
types of presupposi t ion failures (Kaplan 1982, Mays 
1980) and a system able to describe in Natural  Lan-  
guage what  it knows about  various entities (McKeown 
1982). The following snippets indicate our current  
efforts in this area. 

2.1. Recognizing and Responding to Belief 
Discrepancies 

One reason for unsuccessful  interact ions is that  the 
participants fail to realize they hold different beliefs 
about  the world. Or if they do realize it, they fail to 
do anything about  it. As a result, each leaves the 
interaction with very different ideas about  what  was 
communicated.  Such discrepancies differ widely with 
respect to how easy they are to recognize and square 
away. A disparity revealed on the surface by some 
ut terance or act may nevertheless be deeply embedded  
in a person 's  whole system of beliefs and hence poten-  
tially expensive to square away. 

In the case of user-system interactions, as difficult 
as the general problem may be, certain discrepancies 
between the user 's  beliefs and those of the system may 
be clearly revealed in the user 's  ut terances to the sys- 

tem and easily squared away. This has been  a focus of 
previous research here (Kaplan  1982, Mays  1980, 
Webber  and Mays 1983) and is currently the focus of 
some new research on recognizing and responding to 
object- re la ted discrepancies (McCoy  1983). There  are 
several manifestat ions of these object- re la ted discrep- 
ancies 
1. the user 's  ut terance describes an object  in terms of 

a class it doesn ' t  belong to; 
2. the ut terance incorrectly at tr ibutes some proper ty  

to an object  that it doesn ' t  have; or 
3. the ut terance ascribes an impossible value to some 

proper ty  the object  does have. 
For  example,  

S: Do you have any liquid assets? 
U: I have a $5k money  marke t  certificate. 
S: A money  market  certificate isn' t  a liquid asset. 

Your money  is tied up for several years in a money  
market  certificate. Do you mean a money  marke t  
account? 

U: What ' s  the interest rate on this stock? 
S: Stocks don ' t  have an interest rate. They may pay  a 

dividend periodically. 

Our work to date in this area has concentra ted  on 
factors involved in 
• construct ing appropr ia te  responses  ( that  is, what  

information to include, even if the system cannot  
establish for certain what  the underlying discrepan- 
cy is), and 

• represent ing  the sys tem's  beliefs and its model  of 
the user ' s  beliefs in a wel l -mot iva ted  and well- 
s tructured way. 

This work is being done by Kathy  McCoy,  with super- 
vision f rom Bonnie Webber  and Aravind Joshi. 

2.2. Interacting with "Dynamic Data bases" 

Most data bases are subject to change in the form of 
"upda tes" .  In the past, following an update,  the pre- 
vious informat ion was either lost, archived or merged 
into some summary  information.  Now, optical disk 
technology can enable  an organizat ion to keep  this 
informat ion  accessible. Such a data base has been  
called a " t r ansac t iona l "  or "his tor ical  data  ba se"  
(Clifford and Warren 1983). Very  often,  there are 
constraints on possible changes to the data base. How-  
ever, this knowledge of "possible  fu tures"  is generally 
only available as mechanical ly  applied update  con-  
straints - the system cannot  reason with it. In con- 
trast, we have been working on enabling a system to 
reason about  how its data base has changed up to n o w  

and how it can change in the future. We have termed 
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this type of historical data base system a "dynamic  
data base system" and have described its implementa- 
tion using a branching time temporal logic (Ari, Man- 
na, and Pueuli 1981) in Mays (1982, 1983). 

In the context of dynamic data bases, we are devel- 
oping support  for several valuable interactive func- 
tions, including enabling the system 
• to recognize and square away beliefs that reflect 

ignorance of some event or its consequences 
(Webber and Mays 1983) - for example, 

U: Is John registered for CSE220? 
S: No, he can ' t  be, because he already has advance 

placement credit for it. 

• to offer to monitor for additional information it will 
provide to the user if and when it learns of it 
(Mays 1983) - for example, 

U: Did John take CSE110 last term? 
S: No. Do you want me to let you know if he does 

take it? 

U: Did John pass C S E l l 0 ?  
S: No, the semester hasn' t  ended, so he hasn' t  re- 

ceived a grade yet. Shall I let you know then if 
he has passed CSE110? 

To perform these useful services, a system must be 
able to recognize what sequences of events are possi- 
ble or what additional information it might really ac- 
quire. Otherwise, it might not distinguish between the 
following two situations, in which the same response is 
clearly not appropriate: 

U: Is the JFK within 15 miles of San Francisco? 
S: No, but shall I let you know when it is? 

U: Is Santa Cruz within 15 miles of San Francisco? 
S: No, but shall I let you know when it is? 

This work is being done by Eric Mays, with supervi- 
sion from Aravind Joshi, Bonnie Webber,  and Scott 
Weinstein. 

2.3. "Expert Answers" 

To date, expert systems and help systems alike have 
been banking on an assumption that the user knows 
what advice he / she  needs and knows how to ask for 
it. As the audience for such systems grows, this as- 
sumption becomes less and less warranted: people ask 
for information they believe will help them, when in 
point of fact, it won ' t  (or it won ' t  do so efficiently). 
What a real expert does under such circumstances is 
answer the question the user should have asked, possi- 
bly after interacting with the user to establish what 
that question should be. For  example, consider some- 
one using one of the DEC-20 mail systems. Part way 
through creating a message, he accidently types a 
Control-Z,  whose effect  is to end message creation 
and return to prompt level. He then asks someone 

how to delete a control character, but is told that he 
can ' t  - control characters are not treated as text. So 
he proceeds to recreate his message. 

If this user had consulted a real expert, the expert 
would probably have recognized from his request - 
" H o w  do you delete a Cont ro l -Z?"  - that the user had 
typed a Control-Z unintentionally and wanted to con- 
tinue what he was doing, probably creating a message. 
While there is no way to delete a Control-Z, there is a 
way to return to composing a message - that is, by 
editing it. The expert 's  response would inform the 
user that to continue composing a message the user 
can enter the editor from where he is and add directly 
to the message fragment. 

The goal of our work here, as reported in Pollack 
(1983),  is to enable an expert system or help system 
to deduce, from an incomplete or inappropriate query, 
what advice is actually needed and thereby generate 
appropriate responses to their users. Thus far, we 
have mapped out the sequence of processes involved 
in generating such responses and have experimented 
with at least one representation system (a type of dy- 
namic logic, Rosenschein 1981) in which to do the 
reasoning involved. This work is being done by Mar- 
tha Pollack, with supervision from Bonnie Webber  and 
Aravind Joshi. 

2.4. "Expert Questions" 

One aspect of user-expert system interactions involves 
the system attempting to get from the user the infor- 
mation it needs to help solve h is /her  problem. The 
most commonly used way of getting information is via 
"menus"  - essentially, multiple choice questions. 
However,  there are several problems with relying on 
menus: 
• The user may not understand either the question or 

the menu options. 
• The user may be influenced by the options - that is, 

he / she  assumes one of them must be appropriate to 
h is /her  case, so he / she  bends the facts to fit the 
options. 

• The user may not be satisfied with any of the op- 
tions - that is, none seems appropriate to h is /her  
case. 

• The user may want to qualify h i s /her  response - 
that is, he / she  may feel that simply agreeing to a 
particular option will be misconstrued. 

In all these cases, the reliability of the user's response 
is called into question. 

Our research in this area attempts to provide users 
with as much freedom in responding to questions as 
other systems provide users in asking them. This in- 
volves at least the following: 
1. providing the user with more help when he / she  

doesn ' t  know how to respond. 
2. allowing users more leeway in how they provide the 

requested information,  along with any additional 
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information they believe relevant  and want  to con- 
vey as well. 
Work on the first area is just getting started, with 

the implementa t ion  of a Pro log-based  exper t  sys tem 
that can reason about  whether  to ask for some infor- 
mation or try to deduce it. If  it asks, but the user 
cannot  answer, then the system has recourse to deduc- 

• ing the information or - and this is speculation - find- 
ing a way around it. This work is being done by Rob-  
ert Rubinoff  under the supervision of Tim Finin. 

The next section describes brief ly some research 
under way that is both  of general interest for question- 
answering systems and of part icular  appl icat ion for  
allowing the user more leeway in responding to ques- 
tions. 

2.5. Comprehension and Use of Scalar Implicature 
in Quest ion Answer ing  

A major  p rob lem in Natura l  Language  processing is 
capturing the fact  that hearers derive more f rom an 
ut terance than its syntax and semantics encode. Indi- 
rect responses to y e s / n o  questions, for example,  of ten 
permit  inference of both  the direct response and addi- 
tional implicit information.  For  example,  in the fol- 
lowing Q may  infer that  R ' s  direct response  to her 
query 

Q: Has Jones taken all his medication? 
R: He ' s  had some of it. 

is either ' no '  or ' I  don ' t  know' .  She will also infer that 
R believes there may  be some prescr ibed medicine 
Jones has not taken. 

Models  of formal  reasoning cannot  explain such 
inferences: In standard logic, if there is some medi- 
cine that John has taken, it does not imply that it is 
not all his medicine that he has taken. Studies of indi- 
rect responses have generally sought to explain these 
inferences in terms of particular higher goals of speak- 
er and hearer  (Hobbs  and Robinson 1979). However ,  
linguistic pragmatics provides a more general explana-  
tion in the concept  of scalar implicature. Our goal in 
this area is the formalizat ion of scalar implicature to 
facilitate the interpretat ion and generat ion of coopera-  
tive responses  in h u m a n - m a c h i n e  in te rac t ion  
(Hirschberg 1984). 

The concept  of conversa t ional  implicature comes 
f rom Grice (1975):  An ut terance  conversa t ional ly  
implicates a proposit ion P when it conveys P by virtue 
of the Conversa t iona l  Principle. Fol lowing Grice,  
Horn  (1972)  observed  that,  when an u t te rance  em- 
ploys a scalar x on some scale m defined by semantic 
enta i lment  [W semantical ly entails T i f f  T is true 
whenever  W is.], such that  y is less than x and x is less 
than z, then x represents  the highest value on m con- 
sistent with S 's  observance of Grice 's  Maxim of Quali- 
ty: "Be  truthful ."  Any proposi t ion formed by substi-  
tuting in P some z that is higher on m than x is there-  

by marked by S either as not believed to be the case or 
believed not to be the case. Any proposi t ion formed 
by substituting in P some y lower on m than x will be 
true by entailment.  Gazdar  (1979)  later termed this 
phenomenon  "Scalar  Quant i ty  Impl ica ture"  (SQI). 

We have found Horn ' s  definition is too limited for 
our purposes.  Ut terances  referencing entities, attri- 
butes, events,  or states that  may be viewed as ordered 
by  some metric,  such as s e t / s e t - m e m b e r ,  process  
stages, or ISA hierarchy, permit  similar implicatures: 

Q: Has  Jones  registered yet? 
R: He ' s  filled out the insurance forms. 

Here  registration and filling out insurance forms are 
successive stages in a hospital admissions process. By 
his response,  R conveys  implicitly that  ei ther  he 
doesn ' t  know the direct answer to the question or the 
direct answer is no. 

By expanding the defini t ion of scale to include 
additional metrics, extending the notion of scalar im- 
plicature to define implicatures resulting f rom the de- 
nial of a scalar, and recognizing the correspondence  
between responses referencing a higher value and re- 
sponses referencing a lower value, one can develop a 
powerfu l  tool for  deriving implicit in format ion  f rom 
scalar asser t ions (Hi rschberg  1984). Systems may 
then use scalar implicature to derive inferences f rom 
user assertions and to avoid conveying unwanted  infer- 
ences themselves.  This work is being done by Julia 
Hirschberg,  with supervision f rom Bonnie Webber  and 
Aravind Joshi. 

2.6 Avoiding false inferences 

In his 1982 paper  on Mutual Belief, Joshi shows that 
one of Grice 's  (1975) maxims, the Maxim of Quality: 

Be truthful 

doesn ' t  go far enough towards accounting for coopera-  
tive conversat ional  behavior  vis-a-vis conveying infor- 
mation. He  proposes  the following revision: 

Do not say anything which may imply for the 
hearer  something that you, the speaker,  believe 
to be false. 

We are now working on applying this revised principle 
to question answering. In particular, the goals of  the 
research are: 

1. to characterize tractable cases in which the system 
as respondent  (R) can anticipate the possibility of 
the user /ques t ioner  (Q) drawing false conclusions 
f rom its response and can alter or expand its re- 
sponse so as to prevent  it happening;  

2. to develop a formal  method for  computing the pro-  
jected inferences that  Q may draw f rom a part icu- 
lar response,  identifying those factors  whose pres-  
ence or absence catalyzes the inferences;  
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3. to enable the system to generate modifications of 
its response that  can defuse possible false inferenc- 
es and that may provide additional useful informa- 
tion as well. 

Thus far, we have been focussing on one class of 
false inferences  - ones that  follow f rom over-  
generalizing the si tuation to which the response  is 
applicable. We have been a t tempting to identify ways 
in which the questioner might take the response too 
generally and to characterize the circumstances under 
which he / she  might do so. This then leads to a char- 
acterization of the appropr ia te  information to include 
in a response,  to block any false conclusions that  
might so follow. What  we see is that, if a system is to 
be able to anticipate and prevent  false inferences that 
might be drawn f rom its response,  it must be able to 
reason about,  inter alia, shared assumptions,  the goals 
of the user that  underlie the quest ion,  "ove r loaded  
te rms" ,  and expectat ions raised by Grice ' s  Coopera -  
tive Principle and its maxims. 

This work is being done by Aravind Joshi, Bonnie 
Webber  and Ralph Weischedel.  

3. Aids in Creating Data Models 

The goal of this research is to unders tand how struc- 
tural descriptions can be learned - in particular,  how 
they can be hypothesized f rom input data consisting of 
a finite set of Natural  Language queries. One advan-  
tage of looking at queries is that  they give implicit 
cues about  what  fo rm the s t ructure  should take to 
provide an adequate  response.  For  example,  consider 
the query, 

Which employees  work on hardware  and software 
projects? 

The relat ion be tween  employee  and projec t  can be 
either 1-1 or 1-many, information that  must  be encod-  
ed in the structural description to provide an adequate  
response.  If  the relation is 1-1, then the response will 
contain all employees who work on hardware projects  
and all employees  who work on software projects.  If  
it is 1-many, then the response will contain all employ-  
ees who work on both  hardware  and software projects  
simultaneously. 

Thus the cues to data base structure that queries 
provide relieve the user of the burden  of explicitly 
mentioning all the nit ty-gri t ty details. A second ad- 
vantage to acquiring the data base structure f rom ex- 
pected queries is that of ten the user starts off with a 
fuzzy notion of the domain but with a slightly bet ter  
grasp on the requirements  the data base schema should 
satisfy - that  is, the range of queries it should be able 
to provide responses to. Hence,  a collection of fore-  
casted queries justifies as the input data. 

We are developing a learning procedure (LP) that 
maps the incoming input data onto  a set of consistent  

hypotheses.  To come up with a single hypothesis  that 
best  accounts for the data, LP will be guided by no- 
tions such as simplicity and naturalness,  and above all, 
by feedback f rom the user. The tack here is for  LP to 
narrow the number  of possibilities as much as it can 
f rom the available information.  When it requires fur-  
ther information to proceed,  the user is called upon to 
provide that  information.  In this manner  the learning 
procedure  succeeds in arriving at the hypothesis  that  
best  fits the data. 

This work is being done by Sitaram Lanka  under  
the supervision of Aravind Joshi and Scott Weinstein. 
A technical repor t  is in preparat ion.  

4. Aids for Second Language Learning 

People of ten rely heavily on their previous knowledge 
when learning a new skill. This previous knowledge 
can somet imes  lead to misconcept ions  that  hinder  
learning. By modelling users '  previous knowledge and 
resulting expectat ions,  a cooperat ive  Compu te r  Assist- 
ed Instruct ion (CAI) system can bet ter  predict  errors 
and thereby detect  and correct  them more easily. In 
particular,  when tutoring a user in a new Natura l  Lan-  
guage, a CAI system might compare  the user 's  native 
language with the one to be learned to identify analo- 
gous patterns.  These pat terns  can then be used to 
predict,  detect  and re-media te  errors. 

We are building an interact ive system, called 
2WORD, that exploits this technique in teaching Eng-  
lish as a second language. 2WORD concent ra tes  on 
the acquisit ion of English two-word  verbs,  such as 
" turn  up",  "d r eam about" ,  " ta lk  over" ,  etc. These 
verbs comprise  a lexical verb  and a modifier ,  used 
together  to produce a sentence that  is both  syntactical-  
ly and semantically different  f rom a sentence contain-  
ing only the lexical verb. In addition, English two-  
word verbs do not map simply to two-word  verbs in 
other Natural  Languages.  Even  more  insidious is the 
fact  that  a particular verb and modifier  may  not al- 
ways function as a two-word  verb or the same two-  
word verb. For  example,  in (a) " t u r n "  is the verb and 
"up  the road"  is just a preposi t ional  phrase like " to  
the left" .  In (b),  " tu rn  up"  is an intransitive two-  
word verb (wherein " u p "  is not  a movable  particle),  
while in (c) it is transitive - " u p "  can appear  af ter  the 
object,  as in (d). 

(a) Raquel  turned up the road. 
(b) Raquel  turned up at our house this morning. 
(c) Raquel  turned up the cuffs of her trousers. 
(d) Raquel  turned the cuffs up on her trousers. 

The consequence is that  two-word  verbs are part icu- 
larly difficult for non-nat ive  speakers  to acquire, thus 
providing a rich area for  CA1. This work is being done 
by Ethel Schuster, with supervision f rom Bonnie Web-  
ber  and Tim Finin. 
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5. A Formal Account  of Intra-sentential  
Code-Switching 

This project  involves bo th  an invest igat ion into the 
syntactic constraints on intra-sentential  switching f rom 
one language to another  in the speech of bilinguals - 
for example,  

Khob  gered Idish in Shanghai TOO.  
I spoke Yiddish in Shanghai too. 

and work on a formal f ramework  for the product ion 
and recognition of such sentences. Little is known 
about  their syntax, production,  or comprehension.  A 
number  of formal  theories have been proposed ,  but  
none is based on a corpus of natural ly-occurring to- 
kens of the phenomenon.  In the study of syntactic 
constraints,  we have been testing hypotheses  against 
statistical analyses of a corpus of natural ly-occurring 
code-switching tokens in transcripts of interviews with 
Yiddish-English,  Spanish-English,  Polish-English,  and 
Yiddish-Spanish bilinguals. The formal  f ramework  we 
have been working on consists of two grammat ica l  
systems and a mechanism for switching between the 
two. Syntactic constraints are then explained in terms 
of constraints on the switching mechanism. The facul- 
ty members  involved in this study are Aravind Joshi, 
Ellen Prince and Gillian Sankoff. Students working 
with them include Anny  Ewing, Susan Pintzuk,  and 
Ethel Schuster. 

6. A Unified Account  of Referring Expressions in 
Discourse 

This research is aimed at sorting out some of the con- 
fusion about  the roles that  syntactic,  semant ic  and 
pragmatic  factors play in the use and interpretat ion of 
definite descriptions and referring expressions in dis- 
course. Out of this we hope will come a theoretical 
f ramework  that can account  for a variety of discourse 
phenomena  in which the three interact  - for example,  
various types of ellipses. This work is being done by 
Aravind Joshi and Scott Weinstein, together  with Bar- 
bara Grosz  f rom SRI International ,  and is repor ted  in 
Grosz,  Joshi, and Weinstein (1983).  It  brings together  
work on global coherence - the way larger segments 
of discourse fit together  (Grosz 1982); local coherence 
- the way individual sentences bind together  to form 
larger discourse segments (Sidner 1982); and centering 
- a local focusing process involving the single entity 
that an individual ut terance most  centrally concerns,  
that  works to integrate an ut terance into a discourse 
(Joshi and Weinstein 1981). The work is of particular 
significance for language generation, where one does 
not want  to call upon powerful  inference mechanisms 
to guide or bless the speaker ' s  use of a particular ref-  
erring phrase. 

7. Grammar F o r m a l i s m s -  TAGs 

During the last few years there has been vigorous ac- 
tivity in construct ing highly const ra ined grammat ica l  
systems by eliminating the t ransformat ional  component  
either totally or partially (Kaplan and Bresnan 1983, 
Pullum and Gazdar  1982, Peters and Ritchie 1982). 
There  is increasing recogni t ion of the fact  that  the 
dependencies  that  t rans format iona l  g rammars  have 
tried to account  for can be captured satisfactorily by 
classes of rules that are non- t ransformat ional  and at 
the same time highly const ra ined in terms of the 
classes of grammars  and languages that  they define. 

Two types of dependencies  are especially impor-  
tant: subcategorizat ion and filler-gap dependencies.  In 
fact ,  one mot iva t ion  for  t rans format ions  was to ac- 
count  for  unbounded  dependencies .  The so-called 
"non - t r ans fo rma t iona l  g r a m m a r s "  account  for un- 
bounded dependencies in different ways. In the for- 
malism under study here (Joshi 1983) - t ree-adjoining 
grammar  (TAG) - unboundedness  is achieved by  fac- 
toring the dependencies and recursion in a novel and, 
we believe, linguistically interesting manner.  All de- 
pendencies are defined on a finite set of basic struc- 
tures ( trees)  that  are bounded.  Unboundedness  is 
then a corollary of a particular composi t ion operat ion,  
called adjoining, that preserves dependencies.  

So far we have described TAGs, character ized some 
of their propert ies  and compared  them with other  non- 
t ransformat iona l  g rammars  (Joshi 1983). Current ly  
we are looking at the issue of linguistic relevance,  both  
for language analysis and generat ion.  This work is 
being done by Aravind Joshi and Tony  Kroch. 

8. Query-Dr iven Labelling of Objects in 3-D Scenes 

If people are to interact  comfor tab ly  and effectively 
with perceptual  systems (visual, tactile, etc.) ,  they 
must  be provided with a be t te r  way of referr ing to 
objects and parts of scenes than with respect  to a co- 
ordinate  sys tem - " the  object  centered  at point  
< x , y > " .  A bet ter  means is in terms of labels: for 
example,  in a s treet  scene, one can label things as 
buildings, streets,  cars, etc. - not  only objects  but 
parts of objects  as well, like the median line down a 
street, the entrance to a building, etc. (Pointing is 
also a possibili ty but for  scenes of any complexi ty  
must be augmented by a reference facility in the form 
of labels /descr ipt ions . )  

We are looking at the p rob lem of assigning 
labe ls /descr ip t ions  and recognizing their  referents  in 
the context  of  a query driven image unders tanding 
system (being developed by faculty members  Ruzena  
Bajcsy and Sam Goldwasser)  permitt ing queries posed 
in Natural  Language.  In response to queries, the sys- 
tem will automatical ly generate  strategies for recogniz-  
ing observable  objects and relationships. It  is envi- 
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s ioned as realizing a true interaction b e t w e e n  a 
textua l / conceptua l  data base and a pictorial data base. 

If a system is to be able to label objects  and refer 
to them correctly, it must be able to make use of  its 
sensory data, together with knowledge  of the conse-  
quences  (for further interpretation and labelling) of  a 
particular label choice.  There are several problems we 
have begun to look  at. The first has to do with the 
specif icity of  the labelling: an object  labelled in re- 
sponse  to one  query may have  to be relabelled in 
terms of  its parts for another.  On the other hand, 
separately labelled objects  may later have to be rela- 
belled as a single object.  One should be able to take 
advantage of  this, rather than starting from scratch 
each time. A second problem has to do with the fact 
that what is conceptual ly  a part of  an object  is not  
necessarily something defined by natural segmentat ion,  
so a vision system must have other means  of  partition- 
ing objects  at its disposal.  Finally,  the appropriate 
way  to describe objects  is not  simply a funct ion  of  
their geomet ic  properties and relationships to one  an- 
other.  Correct  usage depends  in part on  ideal ized 
properties of  an object ,  once  its identity is known.  

This work is just getting off  the ground; it is being 
done  by Aravind Joshi and graduate student A m y  
Zwarico. 
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